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Production and installation of a 10 metres long by 6 metres high 
wall graphics separated by a floor producing one patern on the all 
surface across the two floors.



Clear cast Vinyl Avery Dennison serie 800 have been used to their 
best against the white matt painted wall to allow a difference in 
texture and in light reflexion creating a settle but effective vision of 
the Brand patern across the shop main wall.



Printed Self adhesive vinyl helped us to emphasise 
the green side of the entrance hall.



This company wanted a special headboard for a bed display, 
we designed, manufactured and installed this very thin 3 metres x 3 metres 
LED tension fabric lightbox.

Tension fabric allow a change of graphics easily, it’s why this lightbox 
has been deliver with 2 sets of graphics. 



Print on polycrill or Rafa.

Polycrill is a polyester based canvas which can be printed to very 
large sizes allowing us to print wall graphics up to 3.5 metres high 
by whatever the lengh is in one piece, no join.



Self adhesive vinyl mactac ww300 was used to dress these  
cupboards to give a visual effect of outdoor in this city office 
without much windows.



Wall graphics made of individual letters cut out of printed to Pantone 
Self adhesive vinyl.

This wordle is there to remind the company value to all clients 
and employees.



These graphics are a mix of digital print and self adhesive vinyl  
applied directly onto the wall.



Whether you are a London property developer or a design agency 
looking to advertise your client’s company, or the development you 
are working on, AD Graphics will survey, design stunning visuals, 
and produce the highest quality printed hoarding boards. 

From design, production and installation, we are proud of doing 
everything in-house and have perfect control on every aspect of the 
process.



When our client, called us to find a way to print more than 200m2 of 
wood effect on an outdoor canvas which was already sewn for an 
external structure, of course we said yes right away. 

we used our knowledge from the 80’s in the production of the print 
helped with modern design software to design the pattern. We 
created a wood pattern design that we knew could be cut by a CNC 
router, then created some stencils, enough of them to make sure 
that the pattern didn’t repeat too much.  

We then sprayed the 200m2+ with an ink fit for purpose.



Floor graphics are mainly used in the retail and exhibition industry but 
also when rebranding offices, events or exhibitions it use spaces that 
are left usually blank and attract attention quickly. 

Floor Graphics require a special floor laminate which need to be  
specific for health and safety reason, some of our work in the retail 
industry are placed in main corridors of commercial centre and have 
a high volume of pedestrian traffic. 

The type of vinyl used is very important too as whatever comes down 
needs to go back up so depending if your Floor Stickers need to be 
for a few weeks or a few months, the large format printing media used 
would have to be different.



Printed self adhesive vinyl is applied to the window from the inside or outside 
depending on the desired effect. 
 
If you want to see through and still show your graphics from the outside, perforated 
vinyl is the way to go, however if you are looking for a special effect, we can advise 
you on what would look fantastic on your window.
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